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Wow !  Halfway through the year already.

Not very many reports in this month, though it
was great to receive Robin Alpenglow’s report of
the Yorkshire Coast Waves first Birthday. I have
met Robin many times on Zoom, but haven’t yet
had the pleasure of meeting her face to face.

Kevin Lovell’s presentation of Jerry Junck’s article
is very long but extremely interesting. Square Dancing has obviously
had the same problems for many years.

Please let us have reports of your Clubs’ Summertime activities -
Outings, Barbeques, Demos, whatever, as dance reports might be
getting a bit thin in the next couple of months.

Peter
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Hi Everyone

This month square dancing has lived up to it’s motto of Fun and
Friendship. From Zoom Buddies to a fond farewell.

At the end of April we welcomed Robyn, from California, to A Stacks.
She has been dancing to Di Green and Terry McCann on Zoom and
was visiting for an exended stay.

At the Yorkshire Coast Wavers birthday dance Robyn was able to meet
up with a number of Zoom Buddies who had travelled from various
parts of the country, at what was an excellent event. The hospitality
was outstanding, even by the traditional Yorkshire standards.

In the middle of May we enjoyed at sunny weekend of dancing at Aer-
on Valley. Sadly Roy and Elaine have decided that this year was the
last one.

On the 26th May over 50 square dancers gathered in Basingstoke to
say farewell to James Wyatt. It was a moving service and allowed us
to recall our memories of him and the joy he brought to square danc-
ing.

Finally, I have decided to retire at the AGM. I have achieved the goals
I set myself when I took on the role, to stabalise the Council and or-
ganise a Birthday Dance.

Enjoy your dancing.

David
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Musings from your Public Relations Officer
One - Two - One – Two - One – Two – One – Two – One – Two – One - Two – One - Two
Left Right     Left Right     Left Right     Left Right     Left Right     Left Right     Left Right
Yes,  you’ve guessed it, I’m in marching mood!  It started of course, watching
the Coronation and the sight and sound of thousands of soldiers marching
through the streets of London;  with not a pot-hole in sight  (just had to get that
off my chest, sorry, I digress).
One amazing feat that they pulled off was for all eight massed bands across the
procession to play the same piece of music at the same time.  With the help of a
click track in their ears, (it was the first time such technology had been attempt-
ed on a large-scale ceremonial event)  – the Drum Majors ensured everyone
stepped off together at the same tempo (108 beats per minute, slowed down
from the regulation 116 beats per minute because of the size of the bands),
playing the same piece.  At any one time, every band was playing exactly the
same bar, right across the 1.3 -mile-long procession. That’s impressive!  Well
done everyone!
Next time you are square dancing listen to the sound of feet as they move
around the square.  They move to the beat of the music.  Members of a club
which I regularly haunt, make a feature of an occasional stamp;  very impres-
sive if dancing on a wooden floor.
However,  I don’t believe it is essential for square dancers to be able to keep to
a ‘beat’. Unlike other dance disciplines like ballroom or line dancing; as long as
the dancers know their definitions and destination they can square dance and
this makes it, in my opinion,  a more accessible form of dancing for those who
find it a challenge to keep to a beat or to clap in time to music.
Writing about soldiers marching in time, most of us cannot fail to remember the
fiasco surrounding the opening of the Millennium Bridge in London in 2000, now
referred to as the ‘wobbly’ bridge.  The sway was so disconcerting that it had to
be closed two days after opening,  As a suspension bridge the concept of ‘sus-
pension ‘ was different with side pieces from which the bridge was suspended.
It took great minds, in suspension bridge technology,  one and a half years to
come up with a scheme to solve the problem by adding dampers to the design
to act as shock absorbers.  However, to this day soldiers have to ‘break step’
when they march over bridges.
As I have mentioned before the ‘ soon to be opened’  new stretch of the East
West Network Rail link runs at the bottom of my garden.  Last week I witnessed

a 500 tonne crane lifting two footbridges into place.  So
when the station opens, I shall be keeping a keen eye on
the pedestrian traffic and of course shall be reporting
back.

Let’s make Square and Round dancing great again!
  Susan Ellis
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BAASDC 70TH BIRTHDAY
Fri/Sat July 21st/22nd

Session tickets now available.
£10 per Session
Booking form at

www.uksquaredancing.co.uk
Saturday Daytime Programme
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calling MS and Pre-announced Plus (2:1)

Saturday August 19th   7 - 10pm
Chosen Hill School

Churchdown, Gloucester GL3 2PL

CHELTENHAM SWINGING SQUARES

Brian Hotchkies

Ticket £8.00               Charity Raffle            Pot Luck please

Contact Rita                                                      01452 531041ritadon1966@yahoo.com
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SPETISBURY SQUARES
invites YOU TO DANCE WITH

SIMON and TRUDY FIELDING
ON SATURDAY 2ND SEPTEMBER

  AT COLEHILL VILLAGE HALL

 BH21 2LR

FROM 7:30-10:30 PM

 £5

BASIC/MS/PLUS &1 @A2

DRINKS & BISCUITS PROVIDED

 CONTACT ANDY & ANGELA
01202 732012

“THE RIVERBOAT SHUFFLE”

Does anyone out there admit to being old enough to remember this event?  It was
organised by London square dance clubs in (I think) 1959.  We hired a huge boat on
the Thames and sailed from Westminster to Hampton Court, dancing on board all
the way.  When we stopped at lock gates we jumped off and danced on the bank,
then back on board to continue the trip.

We spent the afternoon at Hampton Court palace and gardens, then sailed back to
Westminster, again dancing all the way.  The President at the time was Viv Cannon,
but I can’t remember who all the callers were.

Jane Murphy (only a teenager at the time!)
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The Square Dance Caller’s Club of Great Britain
http://www.Callersclub.uk

Following a royal example

Always with Square Dancing at the back of my mind I was intrigued about the
many phrases and words I heard during the Coronation    which we as Square
dancers should bear in mind.

One phrase in particular has stuck in my mind; the words of the solemn prom-
ise the king made to the Nation.

‘Not to be served but to serve’

They made me think of the pledge some of us make at graduation. - I’m not
sure how many clubs follow this tradition once one of the programs has been
taught -   some clubs do it at completion of the Basic program, others wait
until the Mainstream moves have been taught.   And now of course it could be
done after the twelfth week of the SSD program.   Some clubs don’t do it at
all.

The King’s words put into a nut-shell how we hope to inspire our newer danc-
ers into being committed club members .

It is eventually quite obvious that some people see, without being asked,
when a job needs doing.    The kettle will be boiled ready for tea or coffee.
Some people always arrive at the hall early so as to put out the chairs around
the room.    Such jobs are quite simple and the club leader or caller   should
ensure that the same people aren’t always the ones  doing those tasks.     If
everyone take their turn,   without being asked,  then it becomes easy to
spread the load.

But always remember not to touch the caller’s equipment without asking first.
There is usually a big financial commitment tied up in this technology.

So each of us comes to the club to
serve   and not to be served.

Susie Kelly
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Hi to all you Square dancers, I hope to be
able to get to know some of you in the fu-
ture.

I have always loved dancing, at school
when it rained in the dinner time I was al-
ways happy as we would have music and I
would be there dancing.

When I was a prison officer at Shaftesbury,
my wife and I learned to sequence dance
one night and learnt square dancing on an-
other night. (Many moons ago!)

When we moved to Reading, there were no
square dance clubs near us, so we used to
travel to Alton, Hampshire, where Emphis
and her husband run the club.

Then we went to High Wycombe, and danced to James and Derek. They
were good years.

Then I thought I would have a go at ‘calling’ and start a club in Reading.
I told my four children that I had helped them so they and my wife,
would help me by attending until we had enough others, then they could
drop out.   Thus ‘Tilehurst Swingers SDC’ was born, (later to change its
name to ‘Tilehurst SDC’).

I learnt to call ‘on the hoof’, well none of the dancers knew when I went
wrong !! They thought it was them !!  That was over 30 odd years ago.

Over that period I changed the club from a ‘caller’ run club to a ‘commit-
tee’ run club.

I have taught up to the ‘A’ programme, and the club danced 3 nights a
week.

Too much for one person.  The club is still running, but with a lower at-
tendance, (We peaked at about a 100 members, good times).

Now as I do not like to drive at night, but still love to dance, I started
Meadway SDC about 9 months ago, and we meet in the afternoons on
Mondays. We have 14 dancers, 2 beginners and 3 plus dancers and I
dance and ‘call’ when someone needs to sit out.

I also run a Sequence and Line dance club on a Wednesday afternoon.

Terry Pine.

Introducing our new Treasurer - Terry Pine
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Tilehurst Square Dance Club – Second Charity
Presentation night.

Following on from our last article in Let’s Square Dance, the club had
two nominated charities for 2022.  Our second Charity was the local
branch for Ukrainian Support and two representatives attended our
club night at the end of March to receive a cheque from the club.

Two Representatives from Newbury Ukrainian Charity receiving their cheque from
Pat (our Chairman, far left), Paddy (our Treasurer, second from right) and Mike

Greenaway (whose family have links with Ukraine, far right).
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TRIBUTES TO JAMES WYATT

Some years ago, a group of French square dancers travelled to Lytham St
Annes where we discovered the joy and fun of dancing to the calling of,
among others, James Wyatt.   Encountered at other European conventions,
James always made a positive impression and this gave rise to an invitation
to call at the OPS weekend special in the Paris region in 2011.   He always
managed to combine serious calling with humour and made things seem
easy, even when they weren’t.   His trademark “gels” will not be easily for-
gotten.    James was a wonderful caller and a lovely person off stage and he
will be missed by all those who had the good fortune to meet him.   From
France we send our sincere condolences to his wife and family and to the UK
square dance community.

Jo Frehel (The Leaping Frogs)

I can’t recall exactly when we first met James and began dancing to his
wonderful calling, but I think it was in the late 80’s when we started dancing
at Tadley Squares in Hampshire.  At the time James was the Tadley Club
caller and so we were able to enjoy dancing to him every week.  Fast for-
ward and following an extended sabbatical, when we returned to dancing
after our children had grown up, we joined Tilehurst Squares where again
James was the club caller and although not calling every week, we were
again fortunate to be able to dance to him on a regular basis.  I fondly recall
the European convention in Stratford and how the halls were packed when-
ever James was calling.  Similarly, James’ ‘Tough Plus’ weekends in Torquay
were always very popular and not only great dancing but also great fun as
well.
One of my fondest memories of James however is not directly related to
Square Dancing.  James loved his motorcycles and we were camping at an
airfield near James and Brenda’s home in Basingstoke and they both came
down to see us on their motorcycles.  We spent a wonderful and memorable
afternoon sitting around chatting, drinking Tea and watching the aircraft,
quite forgetting how much time was passing or how warm it was until the
time came for James and Brenda to ride home.  It was at this point that it
was discovered that we had all forgotten to apply sufficient sun cream and
putting on his helmet was somewhat uncomfortable for James having caught
the sun on his head.  Brenda updated us later that James was fine – but it
was going to take a few days for his sunburn to fade!
Although we knew James was not in the best of health following his retire-
ment from calling, but we were so sad to hear about his death and our
thoughts are with Brenda and his family at this time.

Ray and Julie

Continued on next page
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I think this is a lovely photo of James and
Neil looking very smart at Banbury.

By the time we started dancing in 1999,
James was already one of the great Callers
and we were amazed how fast we were
dancing and how much fun James generated
from the stage.

James, Brenda and their children  were part
of a whole group of Calling dynasties who
welcomed square dancers to Lytham St
Anne's every summer. Their excellent
Calling  and camaraderie drew dancers from
all over the world who joined with us newer
dancers in the evening halls.

Thank you to Brenda for organising the A
weekends at Southsea, wonderful dancing of
course but also so much fun. He is sadly
missed.

Wendy and Granville  Hogsmill SDC

Betty and I's earliest recollection of James was a guest spot at one of
the Hants and Berks Quarterly dances at Pamber Heath, Tadley, Hants.
He was about 15/16 and this was in the early 80's.      So we saw him
grow into the superb Caller he was.

Eric. Contround Eights SDC.

It’s probably all been said already but I would like to add thanks from
myself and all the Allemanders for all the fun and enjoyment James has
spread over the years.  Special mention should be made for the Hemsby
Easter Weekends and the Lytham Festival Week, both of which spanned
many years in which he was a real star.  Thank you James, and God
Bless You.

 Jane Murphy, The Allemanders, Warrington.
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HAPPY FIRST BIRTHDAY YORKSHIRE COAST WAVES (YCW)

Starting a new square dance group has a good deal in common with a
birth.  It starts with the seed of an idea finding fertile ground.   Then
there are the practical questions that need answering.

With a birth those questions involve finding a doctor, choosing a hospi-
tal, ensuring adequate nutrition, purchasing furniture and clothing you
will need, notifying family and friends, and for some, finding godparents
for the child.

When you are starting a new SD club, the questions surely include:
Where can we find a place to dance that has a good floor, doesn’t cost
too much, and is in a central location?
How will we attract students?
What program will we offer the dancers?
How will we set up the timing of the starting date, and how will we
schedule the timing of the teaching?
Where will I find support from friends and the greater community so that
I don’t burn out?

Hats off to Angela Alexander for navigating all these challenges, and
bringing a delightful group of 29 dancers through most of the SSD pro-
gram.  I attended the first birthday party of this club, the Yorkshire
Coast Waves, on Saturday, April 29th in Hunmanby, England.

Continued on next page
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Terry McCann and Di Green took the dancers through the steps with
grace, wit, and good humour.  Dancers from as far away as  Lanca-
shire and Oxfordshire, along with many from the closer clubs came to
meet and support Ange, the YCW, and the new dancers.  Two other
callers attended, Gene and Sandra Turner and Phillip Mee and Kerry
Marsden.  Several newbie callers came as well, though I didn’t have
an opportunity to speak to them all.  All joined in the dancing with
great good will.

The twenty-nine dancers of Ange’s group love square dancing.
Wouldn’t we all like to add that number to our clubs in a year? There
was great merriment in the hall and thanks to the visitors it felt like
the good old days, since trying to fit them in the hall was a challenge.

While I came the farthest (5,000 miles), I was surprised and delighted
that so many attended.  We had six squares dancing.  David Eagland
(President of the BAASDC) was there with his wife Sandra, carrying on
the tradition of the BAASDC’s support of dancing.

The club provided a buffet lunch that could have fed 10 squares and
there was even a Battenburg cake to remind the dancers of the grand
square figure.  (If you don’t get the reference ask Ange or Di to ex-
plain it.)

On a personal note I
was buzzed to get to
meet in person with a
number of folks who
attend Di and Terry’s
zoom dances with me
and who made the
sojourn to Hunmanby
to welcome the
new dancers and meet
me!  Thank you
friends.

Robin Alpenglow
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ATTITUDE IS EVERYTHING

I recently came across the following which was written by a senior American Call-
er Jerry Junck.  Unfortunately, it is quite long, but except for a few brief edits and
corrections, I feel it worth including in full as his thoughts and concerns are very
important to our activity’s future and, I must say, sum up my own feelings very
well.  Please take a few minutes to read through what he has to say, and after
doing so have a look at my final comments which follow it.  Enjoy…

Kevin Lovell
Without leaders and leadership, no business or recreation can expect to enjoy
any degree of longevity. I applaud each of you for your devotion and leadership
over the years, and for taking the time to read this article, which in itself is a
very positive sign for our favourite recreation.
While it is my personal opinion that we are privileged to enjoy the greatest recre-
ation available, it is apparent that our attitudes do not always reflect that fact. It
is also my belief that attitudes play a major role in the success or failure of any
endeavour. Therefore, I have chosen to title this article “Attitude Is Everything.”
There are two questions we need to ask. What attitudes should we be address-
ing? What attitudes should be of concern to each of us? Quite honestly, today’s
square dance activity is suffering from a great many more negative opinions than
positive attitudes. However, do these negative opinions and attitudes apply only
to square dancing, or do they mirror our society as well? Let’s be perfectly hon-
est and admit that recent years have been especially trying and stressful. Some
have said our world will never be the same. It is my view that the world has al-
ways been changing and that people constantly make adjustments to accommo-
date those changes. Attitudes changed after World War I and the Depression.
Then came World II and the whole world changed. Vietnam made another
change in attitudes in the USA too.  Most of which were extremely negative.
We have been living and dealing with those negative attitudes for many years.
Would it be too presumptuous to speculate that recruiting for square dancing
may have suffered more from a change in our society, than from structural prob-
lems within our activity?
It is my opinion that we need to look at our activity with a more realistic and ob-
jective view than we have done in the past. It is my view that our society has
never had a greater need for square dancing than now. It has been a very diffi-
cult time for everyone. However, it has quickly became apparent that dancers
desperately need the company of others and that there is a great deal of comfort
from the feeling of family square dancing has to offer. We have something a
great many people in our society not only want, but need as well. I think now is
the perfect time to reach out and invite non dancers to become a part of our
family.
However, before we do we need to evaluate our own attitudes and feelings about
square dancing. We must stop finding reasons why we can’t recruit or retain
dancers. Have you heard dancers say that they have asked everyone they know?
Well how about asking someone you don’t know. It is my opinion that we need to
look at our activity with a more realistic and objective view than we have done in

Continued on next page
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the past. We need to recognize that there are things we can control, and things
we have little or no ability to influence. It is important that we identify those
things that we as a group, can improve upon and work to address those issues,
while not squandering our time with issues we have little or no ability to control.
Now, let’s take a look at some issues I see that we have an ability to affect in a
positive manner. Sure there are other issues, but these are the ones I think are
the most important. Please bear in mind that some of these issues may be contro-
versial to some. However, it is imperative that we, as leaders in the activity, try to
be as objective as possible, and put our own personal feelings aside for the good
of the activity.
My approach to this article is that it should be the beginning of open and positive
discussion regarding all of our issues, including those deemed controversial. If
there might be a criticism we could make of ourselves, myself included, it is that
we all suffer to some degree from tunnel vision. It is extremely difficult to look
forward, have a vision, and see the whole picture. I challenge each of you to join
me in this endeavor. I absolutely believe that we, all of us together, can accom-
plish anything we want to do.
Our recreation is too great and our leadership too dedicated and too passionate,
not to accomplish our goals. But, we must keep in mind that all of us, collectively,
may have to make some difficult decisions. No one will do it for us. We will have
to do have vision, be honest, open, and accept the fact that some change will be
necessary. We will have to be able to exercise diplomacy and negotiate. Some
may not get everything they want, but we must support the decision made in or-
der to rebuild and revitalize this wonderful activity we all love.
Let’s begin by addressing our attitudes toward square dancing in general, caller
and dancer attitudes alike. One attitude I would like to see completely eliminated
is what I perceived to be an overall negative attitude toward square dancing as a
whole. I can begin to count the number of times in the past year that I have
heard callers and dancers say that the activity is doomed to die. I’m too much an
optimist to accept that perception of square dancing. But, let’s be objective and
recognize that square dancing isn’t for everyone. Neither is skydiving! However,
that does not mean square dancing has no appeal to today’s society.
Accepting the fact that square dancing isn’t for everyone does suggest we need to
work harder at recruiting. Obviously, there are numerous other recreations and
pastimes attempting to recruit the same people. We need to convince non-danc-
ers that we have a better product. We need to make those we do recruit feel wel-
come and part of our square dance family. Being aware of the above, and at the
risk of appearing to be simplistic, what one single thing would greatly reduce
many of our current concerns?
The answer is that we need an influx of new and energetic dancers. This one fac-
tor would resolve a great many of our challenges facing the square dance activity.
Having said that, let’s not be so naive as to think recruiting new dancers is easy.
We all know better. However, we cannot escape the fact that we find new dancers
through recruiting, and they will stay in the activity only if we make the necessary
effort to obtain them. Rebuilding and revitalizing our activity is completely de-

Continued on next page
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pended upon our ability to successfully address recruitment and retention. Every-
one – Mainstream, Plus, Advanced, Challenge, and even Round Dancers – are all
going to have to contribute new dancers in order to perpetuate our beloved activi-
ty. Therefore, recruitment and retention of new dancers are the two most signifi-
cant challenges facing our activity. Rebuilding and revitalizing our activity are
completely depended upon our ability to successfully address these two issues. It
will require an increased commitment from both dancers and callers alike. There is
no way around that fact.
We need experienced dancers to recruit and make the new dancers feel welcome,
and quality callers to teach and retain them. We must stop finding reasons why we
can’t recruit or retain new dancers. This is totally within our ability to address.

For instance, using the issues that the program lists are too long or need to be
modified before they can recruit is simply not true. Do the program lists need
change? Probably! Changes necessary and healthy for any business or activity to
adjust to the current styles and taste of the times. But, modifying or consolidating
the program lists will have little effect upon the recruiting of new dancers. “Why
not?” you may ask. The answer is simple. New dancers have no idea what calls are
on the program lists. They all know they want to dance. The fact that there are 50,
or 150 calls, on the program lists has no meaning to them. Only current dancers
and callers are interested in program content. New dancers really don’t care.
Therefore, the number and content of the calls on any program lists has very little
bearing on recruitment.
That being said, the number of calls, and the length of time necessary for new
dancers to achieve proficiency, does have a direct affect on new dancer retention.
The goal of new dancers is to be able to attend open dances. To that extent, pro-
gram content does influence whether or not new dancers choose to stay in the ac-
tivity. In the US there are areas in which Mainstream is the entry program and
they appear to be considerably better able to retain new dancers than those areas
where the Plus program is the primary destination for new dancers.
Are we asking too much of new dancers? Even acknowledging my statements
about recruitment, I still honestly feel that we have recruited a sufficient number of
dancers over the years to have some positive effect on the activity. However, I
also believe we can do better at recruiting. That will only take increased effort.
Improving our retention rates will require a concerted effort from everyone to
change our ATTITUDES, callers and dancers alike. This change requires all of us to
take a hard look at our attitudes and work on two things - understanding and toler-
ance. Understanding that it is not easy for beginners to learn square dancing, and
tolerance toward the new dancer during classes, and more importantly, after grad-
uation. Remember, dancers tend to reflect, or mirror, the attitudes of their caller.
Therefore, it is imperative that callers, as LEADERS, set an example with their AT-
TITUDES.
Now, before everyone gets excited and begins denial, let me present some exam-
ples of the ATTITUDES we need to change. We have all heard the following state-
ments at one time or another. I spent an entire summer collecting them. They are

Continued on next page
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just a few representative examples of dancer and caller ATTITUDES pertaining to
either, new dancers, teaching, or to the Mainstream program.
First, and this is from a full-time caller. “I think the Mainstream program is a terri-
ble program to call.” Do you know callers that have made the statement that Main-
stream is uninteresting? I hope you don’t, but I do. Do you think the dancers that
follow and support this caller will also reflect that position? Absolutely!
Second, when I asked callers about their beginner classes, the most common re-
sponse I received was, “I’ve called a lot of years and paid my dues. Let someone
else teach them.” Are you surprised? I was. Do you think this type of attitude will
eventually be reflected in dancers attitude? How many new dancers will be brought
to this caller by his club? Do you think callers with this attitude can motivate danc-
er to promote lessons? Can callers exhibiting this type of attitude be expected to do
an effective job of teaching?
Do any of these examples sound familiar to you? Do they express your opinions?
Do you think these negative attitudes affect recruiting and retention? Definitely!
Can we change our attitudes? I think we must.
The bigger question is, “How do we do this?” First, we simply must realize that the
entry level program is the most important program in square dancing. It is the
foundation for all the other programs we enjoy. We need only to look back in histo-
ry to recognize that when square dancing was at its peak, 70% of the clubs danced
the Sets In Order 75, which closely resembles today’s Mainstream program! That
should speak volumes to us.
I firmly believe that many callers and dancers are far too fascinated with the com-
plexity of square dancing. It is also my opinion that most of us call material that is
far too difficult for the recreational dancer. Having said that, does everyone want to
dance only Mainstream? Certainly not. That’s the purpose and beauty of the variety
of programs square dancing has to offer. Literally, we have something for every-
one.
However, those of us that enjoy the other programs need to recognize the impor-
tance of the Mainstream program. We must also support the Mainstream program
because without Mainstream, these other programs cannot continue to exist. When
attending a Mainstream dance, we should enjoy the dance for the music and the
people. We must become more tolerant of the Mainstream dancer and be willing to
enjoy the dance at their level of knowledge and ability. We should not go with the
idea of dancing only when the Plus tips are called. This will take a considerable
change in attitude by today’s dancers. But, it would do so much to make our activi-
ty much more inclusive, rather than exclusive.
Second, modern western square dancing consists of two types of people: recrea-
tional dancers and hobby dancers. Most recreational dancers dance the Mainstream
program and perhaps a few of the Plus calls. They typically dance once or twice a
month. Hobby dancers, on the other hand, may dance Plus, Advanced, Challenge,
and/or Rounds. They tend to love their program to the exclusion of all other pro-
grams. This includes the exclusion of helping with, and the recruiting for, beginner
classes. Isn’t it a shame that our most enthusiastic dancers basically do very little

Continued on next page
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to recruit for the activity they so enjoy? Are these dancers reflecting their caller’s
attitudes?
Obviously, we are not replenishing our recreational dancers as rapidly as we need.
But, we cannot expect to do so, when only 20 percent of the square dance popula-
tion is doing the recruiting. The current mainstream dancers cannot, and should
not, have to do all the work. Everyone – mainstream, plus, advanced, challenge,
and even round dancers are all going to have to contribute the new dancers in
order to perpetuate arm beloved activity. This will indeed, take a big change in
ATTITUDE.
The attitude by callers that “I’ve paid my dues, let someone else teach them” sim-
ply has to change. The single most important thing we do as a caller is to teach
both new dancers and new callers. How many callers have taught a new class in
the last couple of years? There are roughly 2000 callers who are members of
CALLERLAB alone, plus many globally who aren’t. If each one had a class of only
two squares there would be 4000 new squares, or 32,000 new dancers from Call-
erLab members and all in one season!!! Do you think that would help square danc-
ing? Absolutely! But, EVERYONE has to contribute. We cannot survive with only a
few doing the recruiting and teaching.
Dancers, all of them, are our recruiting force. Callers, all of them, are responsible
for teaching. Our responsibility as callers is two-fold. First, we must set an exam-
ple that will provide the motivation necessary to encourage dancers to become
ambassadors for the activity. Second, callers must be the best teachers they can
be. We don’t want to lose any opportunity. We must be motivated ourselves and
prepared to make classes both educational and entertaining.
Preparation is the key. You can’t read a book in one go, but you can read a sen-
tence. You cannot read a sentence until you can read a word. And, you cannot
read a word until you know your ABC’s. Teaching square dancing is the same
thing. We cannot expect dancers to be able to Coordinate when they have not yet
learned to Circulate.

I have been discussing my thoughts on attitudes regarding recruiting in teaching.
It is my opinion that our attitudes regarding new dancers are even more important
than the retention of those people in the activity already.

Why don’t we retain more of our new dancers? I feel the big reason for that is that
we are not as friendly and tolerant of them as we should be.

Earlier in this article I said that we should be more objective when looking at our-
selves, and our attitudes. Retention of new dancers is the area where we really
need to re-assess our attitudes toward the new dancers.
Why don’t we retain new dancers? A primary reason is that after we get them
started, we don’t nurture and cultivate them. We don’t take care of them or,
worse yet, we take them for granted. In the past, we were very careful with our
new graduates. Not anymore. How many of you have heard club officers say that
their class is at the dance for the first time, but the club would like some plus calls
during the evening anyway? He will usually follow this by saying that, “Although

Concluded on next page
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the new dancers don’t know what calls, the club will split them up and PULL them
through. They are going to have to learn it anyway.” Sound familiar? Is this an
attitude we need to change?
What else can we do to help dancer retention? Patience would be a big help. It is
our responsibility, as callers and dancers, to provide an enjoyable dance experi-
ence. We have to be more tolerant and understanding that we must SELL our
activity to those new dancers first. I believe that too much complexity in lessons
in dance programs DRIVES dancers from the activity. Let’s hook them with fun
and friendship first. I firmly believe that many callers and dancers are far too
fascinated with the complexity of square dancing. It is also my opinion that most
callers call material that is far too difficult for the recreational dancer.
Please understand that I am not advocating limiting variety. I’m advocating be-
ing different without becoming difficult. There is a huge distinction between the
two. Today’s square dancers are survivors who either enjoy, or tolerate, the
challenge of today’s dancing. But, it is evident that the recreational dancer has
not been intrigued with the challenge and has left the activity. They didn’t com-
plain. They merely stopped square dancing.
Do we need to re-evaluate our attitudes with respect to recruiting and retention?
I think the answer is absolutely, we do. In my opinion, the topics just discussed
may be somewhat easier to address than other issues we must also consider.
Our activity is faced with some issues that are extremely controversial, and will
be met with passionate opposition.

Jerry Junck
Many of you will agree with the observations made by Jerry, believing they accu-
rately reflect the situation today.  What may surprise you is that this article was
actually written by Jerry at the turn of the century and delivered as the Keynote
address at the CallerLab convention in 2002.
I took the liberty of removing some direct references to 9/11, altering his words
slightly as the emotional state of many post-Covid are very similar to those felt
after the Twin Tower’s attack.  I hope you, and Jerry, will forgive me for doing
so, but I felt it significant that the problems and concerns, and indeed opportuni-
ties, we have today very much mirror those recognised over 20 years ago.
We continue to have the attitude that Square Dancing is on it’s “last legs” and
cannot survive, which is preventing many callers, dancers, clubs and organisa-
tions even bothering to try.  Yet, if we have lasted 20 years since the above, who
is to say we cannot survive another 20 – surely this makes any effort we are will-
ing to make worthwhile.
Furthermore, if we can change our attitudes.  If we can have a more positive
outlook on things.  If we can transmit this positivity to others.  If we can all ‘do
our bit’ to help recruit, help teach, indeed help others to enjoy our activity as
much as we do, there is no reason to assume we only have 20 years, and we can
create a long term future for ourselves and future generations – we have a won-
derful activity and should ensure others can enjoy it as much as we do, and for
as long as we have, if not longer…..

Kevin Lovell.
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OPEN DANCES  June 2023

Sat 3rd

Aft /Eve
R D COUNCIL Workshop & Multi-cuer Dance
  Nick Wright  (Multi-Cuers) PH I - IV
Tel.  01865 424745  ( Judi)

Oxon
OX25 1PL

Fri 9th CONTROUND EIGHTS - Extended Club Night
   Eric Webb MS, P
Tel.  01235 834778   (Eric)

Oxon
OX13
6RR,

Sat 10th WAGGONERS - Summer Dance
Trudy & Simon Fielding   MS

Tel. 01992 441083 / 07719 961611  (David)

RA   PL

Sat 10th

(Afternoon)
WESTERNERS Isle of Wight Dance
  Terry Chapman with Ray Winter and Andy & An-
gela Brackstone MS,  pa P
Tel.  07752879976 See advert P 9

I.O.W
PO40 9UU

Sat 10th BISHOPS EIGHT    14th Birthday Dance
 Brian Summerfield, Paul Preston, Amy Richardson

MS, P, R
Tel.    01949 860843   (Kath)

RA
Notts

NG14 7BD

Sat 17th WESSEX REGIONAL CALLERS ASSOCIATION Area Dance
Simon & Trudy Fielding MS, p/a P

Tel   07736 285341  (Peter)

Hants
SO40 3RS

Sat 17th

Afternoon
CORINIUM SQUARES  New Caller Dance Free entry
Suzanne Fletcher-Mallinson, Penny Warner, David
Hewitt, Alan Edwards    MS
Email alan151162@gmail.com

Glos
GL7 1RE

Mon 19th

 to
 Fri 23rd

AERON VALLEY DIAMONDS Symonds Yat
Johnny Preston Plus, A1, A2

Tel. 01545561159

TO
Hereford

Sat 24th   Another Night with Neil
    Neil Whiston   P, A1, A2
Tel.  07985 644335 (Barbara)  07860 467842 (Maggie)

RA
HP1 3QG,

Fri 23rd

 to
 Sat 25th

PIECES OF 8 Midsummer Weekend of Dance
Rob Branson Plus, A1 & A2

Tel.   0797270310  (Rob)

TO
CV37 8PE

Sat 25th

Afternoon
L & HC RCA  Summer Friendship Dance
Simon & Trudy Fielding SSD
Tel. 077 966 955 75,  (Kevin)

Beds
LU6 3RJ

In the right hand column of the listings, the abbreviations are:
TO = Ticket Only,  RA = Raffle,  PL  = Pot Luck
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Every
 Monday

4 pm

C1 Zoom Dance
Di Green & Terry McCann C1 workshop and
dancehttps://us02web.zoom.us/j/89035956452?pwd=VTYraWdm
bUltSEE5SDRqNE1UNlR0UT09
Contact Di on  digreen21@gmail.com

Every
Tuesday

4 pm

A2   Zoom Dance
Di Green  & Terry McCann A2
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89812836418?pwd=aHJoMERFVnM3Z
G53TVZ0cTF0Rk1qZz09
Contact Di on digreen21@gmail.com

Every
Wednesday

4 pm

Plus Zoom Dance
Di Green & Terry McCann Plus
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81744783048?pwd=djFqNWxtS0dme
GtJb0FzR3B0eGxkUT09
Contact Di on  digreen21@gmail.com

REGULAR VIRTUAL DANCES   June 2023
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Sat 1st

(Afternoon)
Harmony Squares Good Times Dance
Cliff Anderton, Philip Mee & Gene Turner  SSD
Tel.  07856 884432 (Gene)

RA
W Yorks

LS23 6HY

Sat 1st

(Afternoon)
WORTHING SQUARES  Summer Dance

Granville Spencer MS, P
Tel.  07577 220161   (Mike)

RA
W Sussex
BN12 4HD

Sat 1st Heyford Hoofers Christmas in July
Rob Branson and Judi Read MS,  Plus

Tel. 07903164789  (Bob) See advert P 8

RA
Oxon

OX25 1QH

Sun 9th

(Afternoon)
All Square At Zero      "A" Daytime Dance
   Kevin Lovell   A1, A2
Tel.   077 966 955 75  (Annika)

LU6 3RJ

Sat 15th

(Afternoon)
White Rose Squares    "Sunhats" Dance
Leah Tinsdeall MS,  Plus

Tel.  01943-878066  (Ann)

RA
N. Yorks
LS23 6HY

OPEN DANCES  July 2023
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Sat 5th

Afternoon
WOLDS WEAVERS SDC  Yorkshire Day Dance

Trevor Day  SSD,  MS,  P
Tel. 01759-303189  (Barry, Isabel)

RA
Yorks

YO42 4E

Thurs 17th TUDOR SQUARES
  Brian Hotchkies  MS, P
Tel.  01442 831491  (Jenny)

HP2 5SB

Fri 18th

 To
Sun 20th

IPAC 2023. International Plus, Advanced and
Challenge Convention - 2023

Frankfurt
Germany

Sat 19th CHELTENHAM SWINGING SQUARES
  Brian Hotchkies   MS, P  (2:1) See advert P 8
Email: ritadon1966@yahoo.com  (Rita)

RA  PL
Glos

GL3 2PL

OPEN DANCES  August 2023
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2023 Square Dance Holidays
and Weekend Breaks

Mon 19th

to
  Friday 23rd

AERON VALLEY DIAMONDS     Symonds Yat  Week
 Johnny Preston P, A  1,2   Tel.  01545 561159 (Roy /
Elaine) aeronvalleydiaminds@yahoo.co.uk

Friday 21st

to
Sat 22nd

BAASDC 70th Birthday Event
 Multiple Callers / Cuers  MS, P, A, R

  e-mail:  baasdc.secretary@gmail.com

Fri 1st

to
Sun 3rd

GEMINI SQUARES  Swanwick Plus Weekend
  Emma Horsfield & Robert Hurst   P
Tel: 07867 616149  (Emma)

Fri 8th

to
Sun 10th

BLACK ARROWS - Torquay A2 Weekend
Paul Bristow & Bronc Wise A2

  e-mail:  potplant38@yahoo.co.uk  (Doreen)

Fri 22nd

to
Sun 24th

HOGSMILL SQUARES Bournemouth Bonanza Weekend
Granville Spencer & Ian Turvill Plus,  A1, A2 taster

Tel.  07742 881439  (Wendy)

Fri 6th

to
 Sun 8th

LVOW & ChAin Reaction NorthWest and Lakes Weekend
Paul Bristow, Di Green & Terry McCann MS, P, A1,2
Tel. 01524 811444 / 07981 743959  (Carol)

Sun 15th

to
Sun 22nd

ASAZ Cruise from S’hampton visiting France & Spain
Kevin Lovell  P, A1 (A2)
Tel: 07796 695575  (Kevin)

Fri 27th

to
Mon 30th

Pilgrim Promenaders 38th Coast Weekend
Ray Brendzy, Leah Tinsdeall, Bernard Murphy P, A1, A2
callerbernard@blueyonder.com  (Bernard) See advert P 7

Fri 1st

to
Mon 4th

Taste of Christmas    Trouville Hotel,  I.O.W.
Di Green & Terry McCann MS, P

Tel.   Tel:  01983 402141   Trouville Hotel (Jeanette)

Fri 26th

to
Sun 28th

Aeron Valley Diamonds  Torquay Weekend
Mike Belsten & Leah Tinsdeall MS, P

Tel.  01545 561159  (Roy, Elaine)

Fri 23rd
To

 Mon 26th

Pilgrim Promenaders 39th Coast Weekend
  TBD
callerbernard@blueyonder.com  (Bernard)
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BAASDC  COUNCIL MEMBERS

The BAASDC Council is supported by a small Support Team who have offered
to fulfil specific tasks because of their expertise. Details of these together with
contact details for the autonomous Area Federation representatives are given
on the following page.

President - DAVID EAGLAND
Tel: 01949 831022
e-mail: baasdc.president@gmail.com

Secretary - GEOFF HOLDCROFT
Tel 07952 309723

email: baasdc.secretary@gmail.com

Treasurer - TERRY PINE
Tel 0118 9503855

Email   baasdc.treasurer@gmail.com

Public Relations Officer SUSAN ELLIS
Tel.  07794 096145

Email: baasdc.pro@gmail.com

Member - ROY EVANS
Tel.  01545561159

Member and Webmaster
MALCOLM GIRDLER

e-mail: baasdc.web@gmail.com

British Association of American Square Dance Clubs

Geoff Holdcroft   9 Station Road, WOODBRIDGE, IP12 4AU.
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East Anglia ~ RICHARD MOTLEY
Tel: 01508 495320 e-mail: r.g.motley@btinternet.com

London & Home Counties ~ ANNIKA LOVELL

Tel. 01908 281802 email;  annika_lovell@hotmail.com

Northern Area ~ JOHN WEBB

Tel: 0116 348 7762 e-mail: JohnWebb338@aol.com

Yorkshire Area ~ CLIFF ANDERTON

Tel: 01423 500275 e-mail: Cliff.Anderton@btinternet.com

AREA FEDERATION CONTACTS

Magazine editor  ~ PETER WRIGHT

 59, Salisbury Ave.  Cheltenham  GL51 3BT

Tel. 01242 526823 e-mail: LSDmag@talktalk.net

SUPPORT TEAM
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